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Abstrat. We an reate many ativities when we plae geometrial problems to

solve in lass. For example: analyzing questions, making observation, disovering

property of geometrial objets, searhing the dependenes among them, making

hypotheses, making argumentation, proving, investigation of speial ases and many

others. Using traditional didati resoures auses that the abovementioned ativities

may be di�ult for pupils at every level of eduation. It is also hard to explore the

onsidered problems. That is why it is legitimate to searh how to use ICT to support

pupils in this proess. Using GeoGebra based materials is an interesting idea for this

purpose. Well made interative materials an be used during normal lessons as well

as during additional ativities. Suh a solution may inrease understanding of the

problem, and also allows a teaher to disuss with pupils extraurriular mathematis

ontents.

1. Introdution

The proess of teahing mathematis is very di�ult one. However, when we

look at it globally, we an distinguish, with a onsiderable simpli�ation, four

omponents [1℄:

• forming mathematial terms,

• mathematial reasoning,

• task solving,

• establishing mathematial language.
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The main aim of this paper is not to show examples of using ICT at lessons

of mathematis, but to show reasons of suh utilization in almost eah om-

ponent. Our researh is based on the ourse of geometrial properties of

triangles. It onsist of interative GeoGebra based didati materials. The

investigation took plae in the 1st and 2nd lasses of high shool (64 pupils

being 16-18 years old). The pupils who approahed investigation are from uni-

versity lasses with mathematial - physial - omputer siene pro�le. During

everyday work they apply ICT in the wide meaning of this word. Utilization

of supplies of e-learning platform as well as Internet or graphi alulators

and omputer programmes for these pupils are as natural as in traditional

lasses handiwork of auxiliary �gure on sheet of paper. So as the �gure is not

the proof for pupils in the typial lass, so for these lasses simulations and

inspeting tens of examples for given problem is not su�ient. However, they

use GeoGebra for realization of illustration, for visualization their hypotheses

willingly. Let us see what kind of didati material they work on preferably.

2. Interative de�nition

The interative material made in GeoGebra programme is able to show an

objet of the de�nition in any but �xed instane and also to illustrate indi-

vidual properties of this term. Suh a help leads pupil aross the term in

dynami way. Suitably prepared didati material an turn pupils' attention

to all onditions of the de�nition in the visual way. The traditional de�nition

auses that very often pupils have large problems in retrieval of the essene

of the de�nition. As a result, it is hard to them to show an example, instane

or ontrary instane for de�ned objet. They have also problems to deide

whether the given objet ful�ls the de�nition or not. Our interative de�ni-

tion turns pupils speial attention to neessity of ful�lment of all onditions

desribed in de�niens (so that de�niendum sets) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Dynami de�nition of the height of a triangular.
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With suh interative de�nition, pupils an easily observe what is essen-

tial in the de�nition. Not only olors (whih an be used in the traditional

de�nition) takes important part in this material. The possibility of testing

any ombination of onditions, whih the de�ned objet has to ful�l, is es-

sential for this didati help. The "transparent lear �gure" desribing the

objet, on whih elements (properties) hosen by a pupil appear, allows for

more solid understanding of the de�nition. Suh a form of the performane

de�niendum failitates deiding whether the given mathematial objet is an

instane, ontrary instane or extreme ase of the de�ned objet. The possi-

bility of disovering a property of terms diretly appearing from the de�nition

is another important aspet of this material. The example of observation of

suh a dependene is the fat that the midperpendiular marks the midpoint

of the segment as the entral symmetry �gure.

3. Disovering properties of terms and formulating
hypotheses

The observation is the most frequent aspet of ICT used by teahers at mathe-

matis lessons. Simulations provoke formulating hypotheses and an help with

their veri�ation. Pupils during the work with presented materials also formu-

late hypotheses whih they prove during the learning of new material. Pupils

enounter the possibility of observing property of mathematial objet and

then formulate hypothesis (for example, when studying midperpendiular).

The aim of pupils' investigation is to explore that points from midperpendi-

ular are evenly distant from both ends of the segment (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Simulation provokes formulating hypotheses.

During investigation of properties of mathematial objets, the main aim

is not to onentrate on the possibility of observation of very wide spetrum

of examples, whih lead to deep visualization and assurane of the notied

hypothesis, but to prove it in the formal way. GeoGebra an help to reate

suh a tool whih will lead pupils aross entire formal proess of prove.
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4. Proof (proving of disovered properties)

The traditional proof represents entire progress of reasoning at ones (as you

an see in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of "traditional proof" ard to supply.

In suh tasks pupils fous on supplement of laking symbols, often making

this "thoughtlessly" beause, e.g. one of the steps is inexpliable (very often).

We an also present traditional proofs using the interative help made with

GeoGebra (Figure 4).

The ative ard presenting the proof leads pupils by ertain dedutive

progress of reasoning step by step, illustrating the geometrial interpretation

on dynami �gure simultaneously. Pupils annot see the entire proof at one,

so it does not distrat their attention. They an fous on the essential elements

of the proof at the moment. Pupils have to pass all the steps (earlier stages)

to see the last one. Suh a dynami proof an blok next steps if there is, for

example, inappropriate position of one of mathematial objets (Figure 5).

The next di�ulty is the fat that the majority of proofs in mathematis

begins from words, e.g.: Let ABC be any �xed triangle ... This formulation

"any �xed" very often auses (even for students) feeling of internal ontradi-

tion. We establish any ase for whih we guide the proof (in normal proofs).

Establishing any mathematial objet, we onsider the onrete instane but

without onrete properties, exept for those from the foundations. Fixed,
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Figure 4. Example of GeoGebra's "interative proof".

beause we have to guarantee invariability of all the parameters during the

whole proof (nothing an be hanged during the proof). For example, we

annot aept the position of the point A at one moment and then alter its

position in the midst of the proof. This will ause so many hangesin objets

depending on the point A that you really should begin the proof from the

beginning. This is a di�ult element of the proof even for students. It is

inexpliable why the proof is orret for every (any) objet but the proof

is guided only for the �xed one. Pupils often feel the need of verifying the

theorem for other ases (speial ases) even if they are onvined of the truth

of the theorem. Using the dynami ard made in GeoGebra, it makes possible

the proof appears step by step and is equipped by suitable omments. It allows

to turn attention on essentials of the given dynami �gure. In GeoGebra a

�gure is always dynami, and it an be hanged at any time without losing

the idea of the proof. Pupils an test (during the proof) how the proof will

behave for the speial ases (e.g. for retangular triangle or equilateral one).

Suh an approah allows shoolhildren to avoid fear that the proof is guided

for one �xed (onrete) triangle, but not for all ones with the given properties.

GeoGebra an help teahing argumentations and proving in suh a way.

5. Tasks and mathematis problem solving

Pupils during their mathematial eduation meet various types of tasks. Teah-

ers spend few time for onstrutional problems beause of long time for their

realization and often beause of manual pupils skill (mainly during the on-

strution itself). A pupil reates the range of mathematis through the prism

of solved problems [2, p. 3℄, so it is important to dediate them a little more
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Figure 5. Example of GeoGebra's "interative proof".

time. Pupils get to know what is mathematis? and what an it be? when

they solve atively and suitably the well-hosen mathematial problems [2℄.

GeoGebra an be a generator of some tasks for pratie, for testing, verifying

and evaluating the assimilated material. We will show suh an example of the

onstrutional problem.

The solution of a onstrutional problem onsists in the following stages:

analysis of onstrution, desription of onstrution, proof of orretness, dis-

ussion of existene of solution and the numbers of solutions, possibility of

realization, onstrution [3, p. 78℄. While reminding pupils the terms ne-

essary to expand their knowledge of geometry of triangle using appliation

representing the de�nition of mathematial objets, they replenish knowledge

with onstrution of introdued de�niendum. The onstrution an be de-

sribed with dynami ommentary whih will turn pupils' attention at stages

of onstrution or any possible kind of simulations.

Struggling with the onstrutional problem, pupils �rst have to pass its

analysis. In "traditional onditions" we �nd the existene of mathematial

objet desribed in ontent of the problem and approah to realization of

auxiliary �gure. Suh a help is �xed for one onrete ase, while the omputer

programme allows us to hange quikly the initial foundations and to observe

the onsequenes (hanges in objets related with them). GeoGebra an show

dynami �gures and allows to verify observations related with the positions

of objets depending from eah other. It is more easily to hoose the proper

neessary statements for proving hypothesis in this way. The ative �gure

allows to verify quikly whether the hosen statement, whih we want to use

in a proof, is orret or not for atual situation. During hange of initial points

(or others properties of a �gure) the program hanges objets related with it

automatially, but it never hanges mathematial rules (based on the objets

dependene and mathematis statements). Let us look at an example � the

problem of the heights in a triangle.
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Pupils usually identify the height of a triangle as the segment whih is

perpendiular to the base (at the "bottom" of the triangle) having the end at

the opposite apex. When we make suh a onstrution in an aute triangle,

we usually do not pereivethe problem. The remaining heights give rise to the

problem when a triangle is retangular or obtuse.

When we make wrong onstrution of the perpendiular to a segment (but

not to a line enlosed the base), the program displays that in this situation

an obtuse triangle does not have three heights, but only one (in Figure 6 the

segments marked as dotted just disappear). This fat should indue pupils to

re�etion and searh of the essene of the mistake.

Figure 6. Heights in an obtuse triangle.

The desription of onstrution is the next step of solving a onstrutional

task. Usually pupils make many mistakes at this stage. GeoGebra based

didati material an also help with it. Let us look at another example � the

irumirle and the inirle of a triangle.

Teahers teahing irumsribed or insribed polygons begin from the sub-

jet of the irumirle and the inirle of a triangle. Very often pupils simplify

both problems to a question of �nding the position of the enters of the sought

irles. But suh an approah to the task an ause next mistakes.

At �rst onstrution pupils �nd the point of intersetion of midperpen-

diulars of sides of a triangle and then plot the irumsribed irle. The

onstrution is orret, beause it su�es to guarantee that the irle rosses

through verties of a triangle (it is not neessary to know the radius of the

irle). It is harder in the seond situation, but pupils do the same. They

�nd the point of intersetion of interior angle bisetors of a triangle and try to

plot the inirle immediately. The new problem appears beause there is no

point whih the sought irle must enlose. Usually they forget to onstrut

the tangeny point. Our investigation shows that pupils often onstrut the

inirle by:
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• intersetion the interior angle bisetor and opposite side of a triangle;

• a point not belonging to a triangle, just to make the irle inside the

triangle;

• a point belonging to the side of a triangle (Figure 7).

When we have an equilateral aute triangle, it seems to be the orret

onstrution. However, when we hange the position of verties of a triangle,

we will see our mistake. If we would proeed this wrong proedure working

with a sheet of paper, we get the "orret looking" inirle in the inorret

way. We would not have onsiousness that the solution of the onstrutional

task had serious laks.

Figure 7. "Inirles" in a triangle.

GeoGebra (like other DGS programs) is ruthless and unfeeling in suh

situations. It shows all the shortomings in the onstrution, informs about all

the inauraies. Suh an experiene is partiularly valuable for future teahers

who will teah suh mathematis whih they know themselves. Next essential

aspet of using DGS programs is the possibility to analyze the protool of the

onstrution (Figure 8).

Every objet from desription of the onstrution has exat onnetion

with the objet from protool of the onstrution. Every mathematial objet

is registered in the protool in suh a way that it shows all the onnetions

with other objets. Next steps of solution onsist in the searh of answers to

questions relating quantities of solutions and feasibility of the onstrution.

The properties of GeoGebra desribed above help in deteting onditions for

both of them. A teaher should prepare suitably the didati material to make

it easy.
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Figure 8. Protool of the onstrution.

GeoGebra makes possible the limitation of aess available tools (remov-

ing temporarily needless ions from interfae). The program also allows us

to reate new tools more adapted to the onrete situation. Simulations with

suh a program also make easier proving orretness of solution that is the last

element of onstrutional task. We teah pereption of properties of mathe-

matial objets and dependene between them with help of ICT in suh a way.

Figure 9. New interfae of GeoGebra.
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6. Conlusions

Our investigation showed that interative didati materials an be suessful

use for:

• illustration of new mathematial terms onsidering the neessary and

su�ient onditions (for better understanding of de�nition);

• observation of properties of mathematial objets (to expand and inten-

sify mathematis knowledge and to make reasoning);

• formulation of the notied hypotheses and their veri�ation (to teah

proving);

• solution of tasks and mathematial problems (to make mathematis rea-

soning).

Didati material based on Interative GeoGebra an shape mathemati-

al terms while formulating de�nitions and during the simulations. It an

lead pupils via mathematial reasoning or provoke them to solve mathematis

problems during simulation, proofs and onstrutions. Introdued materials

interlae all the omponents of the proess of teahing mathematis. Prepa-

ration of suh appliations is very time-onsuming, but well prepared materi-

als represent valid mathematial questions in the alternative, reative way for

pupils. This kind of didati material (as ours investigations showed) obtained

the reognition of students beause it enlarges their hanes of understanding

mathematis.
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